	
  

	
  

Carnegie Enhances Xorel Artform Offering with
New Shapes and 3-D Panel Options
	
  
New York, NY – Carnegie is expanding the design opportunities for its award winning
new acoustical panel system Xorel Artform. Three new panel shapes; Diamond,
Square and Plank present designers with an ever-broadening palette of design
opportunities. Now comprising 7 shapes in 19 sizes and more than 300 standard
Xorel patterns and colors, each install becomes truly unique.
In addition, new 3D panel options create an entirely new aesthetic for this versatile
product. Xorel Artform 3D is offered in 4 different shapes including the original
Waveline and Hex as well as the new Diamond and Square shapes. The new 3D
panels can be used alongside the existing shapes to create a dimensional wall or
ceiling installation.
The Xorel textile within the Xorel Artform design system offers a platform in which
designers can creatively incorporate high performance, sustainable materials into an
acoustically challenged space. Xorel textiles are Cradle to Cradle certified including a
biobased option and can be used in settings as diverse as office, education,
hospitality and healthcare.
Since its recent introduction, Xorel Artform has given designers a beautiful, simple
solution for a wide range of spaces that merges artfulness and performance.

About Carnegie
Carnegie is a leading manufacturer and innovator of textiles in North America. Since 1950,
the family-owned company has established a tradition of firsts, including the development of
its own Xorel® fabrics, which provide a durable alternative to PVC materials and Biobased
Xorel, the first plant based high performance textile in the world. In addition, Carnegie has
built a reputation for its ongoing and comprehensive commitment to the environment through
all parts of its business cycle by being a member of the Be Original organization, maintaining
a B Corp certification, and by establishing themselves as the first and only interior textiles PVC
free company in the industry.
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